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A corrigendum on

The relationship between locus of control and pre-competitive anxiety in

highly trained soccer players

by Amar, I. B., Gomni, C., Chortane, O. G., Khemiri, A., Ghouaiel, R., and Baker, J. S. (2023). Front.

Psychol. 14:1227571. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2023.1227571

In the published article, an author name was incorrectly written as “Oussema Gaied”.

The correct spelling is “Oussama Gaied Chortane”.

The citation for Oussama Gaied Chortane was incorrectly written as “Gaied O”, the

correct spelling is “Chortane OG”.

The Author contributions attribution for Oussama Gaied Chortane was incorrectly

written as “OG”, the correct spelling is “OC”.

Author contributions

IA, OC, CG, AK, and RG participated to the conception and design of the study. IA and

OC were responsible for the testing. AK, CG, OC, and RG were responsible for the data

collection and statistical analysis. IA, OC, CG, AK, RG, and JB were responsible for writing

and finalization of the manuscript. All authors contributed to manuscript and approved the

submitted version.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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